TGR DB Guard's van by TM (HO) 188/25
Thomas Trader 7 ton truck by PY (HO) 183/31
Traffic Light Sequencer by Electronic Toy Services 81/43
V/Line VHGF Bulk grain hopper by SEM (HO) 182/42
VR A & BE Passenger coach by SEM (HO) 187/47
VR FJ 4-wheel bulk flour wagon by BGB (HO) 181/43
VR JCP Bogie brake van by BGB (HO) 189/31
VR Lineidse signal relay hut by SW (HO) 184/32
VR or VR Lineidse Cement hopper by BGB (HO) 188/30
VR standard 50' goods shed by ACM (HO) 180/31
VR VKEK Steel slab wagon by SW (HO) 188/28
VR X Class diesel electric locomotive by DJH (HO) 183/37
Weatherboard house by TT (HO) 184/32
Level Crossing Flasher Unit by Oz Control 187/47
Levers – ground throw by Caboose Industries (HO) 183/46
Mailboxes & letterboxes by Design Workshop (HO) 178/28
Model storage cabinet by Davell Products 183/45
Motor vehicles by Greg's Garage (HO) 188/29
Multibox gearboxes from Branchlines 181/38
NSW 4201 in 125th Anniversary livery by LM (HO) 189/31
NSW 42027 in light Freight Rail Blue livery by LM (HO) 189/31
NSW 4460 in Freight Rail Blue by LM (HO) 189/30
NSW PTC 48 class locomotive in reverse livery by PM (HO) 182/47
NSW SRA XPT in Countrylink livery by LM (HO) 189/31
NSW SRA Speed boards by Uneek (HO) 184/35
NSW SRA Level crossing signal by Uneek (HO) 187/47
NSW SRA 4490 in Red Terror livery by LM (HO) 189/30
NSW 4480 in Freight Rail Blue by LM (HO) 189/31
NSW 42207 in light Freight Rail Blue livery by LM (HO) 189/31
NSWR Station Building Standard PC/3 by DS (HO) 182/41
NSWR D57 & D58 locomotive by DS 186/54
NSWR Brick arch overbridge by DS (HO) 183/40
plans
NSWR Brich arch overbridge by DS (HO) 183/40
NSWR D57 & D58 locomotive by DS 186/54
NSWR Footbridge by DS (HO) 183/41
NSWR Level Crossing Boom Gates by DS (HO) 183/38
NSWR Station Building Standard PC/3 by DS (HO) 182/41
Point Motor by Pilz 188/30 Power Planning Pack by Branchlines 181/38
Railway Lanterns by Eyre Railway Photographers 188/32
SAR 830 class loco in Mustard Pot livery by PM (HO) 186/58
SAR 930 class loco numbers by VRM (HO) 178/29
SAR M Van – West End Beer by BGB (HO) 187/46
Silvertown Tramway Alco DE class diesel loco by PM (HO) 165/48
Solder by Miracle Weld by J&D 179/60
Structure detailing items in whitemetal by RMS Models (HO) 189/25
Track
Code 83 points by Atlas (16.5) 183/41
Flexible by Pilz (HO) 187/46
Outdoor by Brisbane Loco Works (16.5) 182/42
Train Mugs by Trainseen Products 181/42
Tunnel Portals by C&R Accessories (HO) 185/50
V/Line G Class loco numbers by VR (HO) 186/56
V/Line S class passenger coaches by PM (HO) 180/40
V/Line VLX Louvre Van by TO (HO) 183/44
Vacuum cleaner by Lux (HO) 188/32
Valiant APS station wagon by WM (HO) 181/42
videos
24 Hours of Live Steam by AME 178/28
Creating Classic Layouts 2: Moving Mountains by Peco 179/61
Creating Classic Layouts 3: Prototypes by Mastercraft 181/42
Films from the SRA Archives by INFORM 186/58
Full Steam to Holyhead by Suitcliffe TV 179/54
R Class – A Contemporary Legend by THP 180/38
Railview 1 Along the Track in NSW 1992 by TA 183/44
Railview 2, Along the Track in NSW 1993 Pt 1 by TA 189/28
Reflections of New York Central by Series 567 180/35
Standard Gauge Steam in Vic – Railscene 3 by THP 182/42
Steam Across the Mountains – Zig Zag by ABC Video 180/41
Western Australia – the 1960s by ARE 181/42
VR A, C and P class diesel loco nos. by VRM (HO) 184/37
VR AS Spirit of Progress interior by WM (HO) 187/43
VR BS Spirit of Progress coach interior by WM (HO) 188/26
VR CE Vans by PSM (HO) 187/46
VR CW vans by PSM (HO) 184/34
VR Spirit of Progress cars by PM (HO) 179/23
VR Swing door ‘dog box’ passengers cars by PSM (HO) 188/27
VR T Class Bo-Bo electric loco by PSM (HO) 186/56
VR VLX Louvre van by Trainorama (HO) 182/47
Wagon & carriage brake hoses by KC (HO) 178/28
Wheelsets by SEM (16.5) 181/37

Review Manufacturer Legend

ACM Australian Country Models
AM AM Models
AME Australian Model Engineer
AMRI Australian Model Railway Imports
AMRM Australian Model Railway Magazine
AR AR Kit Company
ARE Association of Rail Enthusiasts
BGB Broad Gauge Bodies
BGM Broad Gauge Models
BH Bang’s Hobbies
BTS Big Train Station
CH Casula Hobbies
CM Craftsman Models
DS Data Sheets
DW Design Workshops
EP Evelyagh Press
ERP Eyre Railway Photographs
FC Fox Castings
FL FreightLine
FM Footplate Models
FS Finescale Models
FNH Far North Hobbies
GOM Gago Models
GVM GwydirValleyModels
HH Hornby Hobbies
ILM Ian Lindsay Models
KC Krystall Castings
KM Kernby Models
LJ LJ Models
LL Life-Life
LM Lima Models
LMR Lloyd’s Model Railways
MCW Model Carriage Works
MW Main West Models
NT N-Trains
NY North Yard
PM Powerline Models
PPM Pool Power Models
PSM Precision Scale Models
PY Peter Young
NM Northern Models
RCS Remote Control Systems
RNM Rains North Models
RTM NSW Rail Transport Museum
SEM Steam Era Models
SH Stewart Hobbies
SJM Stephen Johnson Models
SM Silvermaz Models
SSM Specialty Scale Models
SW Scaleways
TA Trains Alive
THP Train Hobby Publications
TM Tiger Models
TO Trainorama
TT The Turntable
VRM VR Models
WIS Wood & iron Structures